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Micro-Core is an innovative recoil pad developed by 
Beretta with the benefit of decades of real-world 
experience. The techno-polymer material is softer 
and lighter than rubber and expands its surface 
area on the shoulder, giving the Xtreme secure and 
precise support.

Laboratory tests have shown two distinct peaks in 
recoil. The explosion of the ammunition is the first; 
the impact of the bolt against the receiver is the 
second. Kick-Off 3 is a third hydraulic damper that 
cushions this stress on the mechanical components 
and further reduces recoil by an additional 10% for 
a total recoil reduction of 70%. 

KICK-OFF MEGA
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The new forend cap offers a safe and fast locking 
system that makes it easier to assemble and 
disassemble your shotgun. The cap is closed simply 
with a 60° rotation and a “click”.

Beretta makes the best barrels in the world. Starting 
with proprietary tri-alloy steel (Ni/Cr/Mo), the metal 
goes through a unique manufacturing process. Deep 
hole drilling, cold-hammer forging, and vacuum 
distension create the very best ballistic performance 
available.
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Blink is the new “engine” of the Xtreme, and it is 
36% faster than any other shotgun. Within the gas 
system, an innovative piston with an elastic scraper 
functions as a gasket, keeping the gun cleaner 
and making the Xtreme the most reliable shotgun 
available.
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Aqua Technology provides a corrosion-proof barrier 
which ensures all internal and external metallic 
components remain impervious to every extreme 
element you may encounter.

Optima-Bore® HP geometry was conceived to offer 
the best ballistic performance available, even with 
steel shot. The shot pattern remains perfectly uniform 
whatever the shell size or load. Optima-Bore HP 
choke tubes further enhance the effect. 

The new Kick-Off MEGA reduces recoil 60% more 
than any other shotgun of it's kind on the market, 
and provides Xtreme comfort because the stock 
area that makes contact with the face remains 
stationary.  Kick-Off MEGA and Kick-Off 3 are 
integral to the design of Beretta's A400 Xtreme 
and comes standard on all models.
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The ForecasT calls For reign!
Frigid rain, driving sleet, blinding snow and relentless salt spray—hardcore waterfowlers live to hunt 

in Xtreme conditions and so must their shotgun. Beretta’s a400 Xtreme features Kick-off Mega’s 

70% recoil reduction,  Blink’s 36% faster cycling of any 12ga. load, and the exclusive aqua Technology’s 

corrosion proof barrier. These features combine to produce the Xtreme’s never quit, show no mercy 

attitude that will reign in the most Xtreme conditions imaginable.  Know no limits—go Xtreme. 
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70% Less recoil than the competition.
Kick-Off Mega, a Beretta exclusive, provides the world’s best recoil reduction while 

eliminating muzzle rise.  

Standard

A400 Xtreme

-70% *

Shoots all 12-gauge shotgun shells.
The A400 Xtreme can shoot all 12-gauge loads from 23/4" to 31/2" with the 

same weight and balance of a high performance 3" shotgun.

All 12 gauge loads in a single shotgun. 
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* Kick-Off MEGA & Kick-Off3   (Federal Premium Magnum Lead Turkey 12/76mm, 56g).

MAX-4 REALtREE CAMO
The pattern offers maximum effectiveness as waterfowl camo in any open terrain without 

geographical limitations. It is the most popular waterfowl camo on the market.

Superior comfort and perfect shouldering.
Micro-Core is an innovative new recoil pad produced from open cell techno-polymer that 

results in greatly enhanced recoil reduction and is softer and lighter than standard rubber.



the ultimate barrel technology.
Beretta steel is deep hole drilled then meticulously forged with cold hammering and vacuum distension 

to create the most accurate, durable and consistent barrel available.

36% faster than any other shotgun.
The innovative Beretta gas operating system is 36% faster than any 

other operating system. Featuring a rotating bolt, new feeding system 

and a self-cleaning piston, the A400 Xtreme possesses unmatched  

reliability, speed and performance.

the versatility to shoot 2¾" to 3½" loads through a gun 
with the weight and balance previously found only on a 
high-performance competition shotgun.

Shot pattern remains perfect and uniform 
in every type of hunting situation.
Optima-Bore® HP geometry was conceived to offer the best ballistic performance 

available even with steel shot.  The shot pattern remains perfectly uniform 

whatever the shell size or load. Optima-Bore HP choke tubes further enhance 

the effect. 

Lead Shot

Steel Shot HP

Steel Shot



Precise laboratory testing clearly demonstrated 

that recoil has two very distinct components: the 

explosion of the ammunition at the moment of 

firing (1st peak) and the impact of the bolt against 

the receiver at the end of its travel (2nd peak). 

Kick-Off3 is a third hydraulic dampener that targets 

the 2nd recoil peak. In doing this, even the stress 

on the mechanical components is notably reduced, 

increasing the service life of the gun.

tECHNOLOGIC ERGONOMICS

Micro-Core is an innovative recoil pad developed by Beretta, 

thanks to our experience gained over centuries on the 

competition and hunting fields around the world.  The open 

cell techno-polymer is softer, lighter and slides better than 

rubber.  Micro-Core expands, increasing its surface area on the 

shoulder and giving the shotgun secure and precise support.

A further step forward in performance.
Soft, light and able to slide during shouldering.

Soft

Able to Slide

Light

Adjustable

the only device in the 
world that acts on the 
second recoil peak.



RECOIL REDuCtION

Reduced muzzle raise.

With Kick-Off*No Kick-Off*

16.5 lbs.40.7 lbs.
from 51.2" from 51.2"

The new Kick-Off MEGA reduces recoil 70% more than 

any other shotgun of it's kind on the market  and provides 

Xtreme comfort because the stock area that makes 

contact with the face remains stationary.  Kick-Off3 and 

Kick-Off MEGA are integral to the design of Beretta's 

A400 Xtreme and comes standard on all models.

the best recoil reduction system 
in the world = 70% less recoil.

The world’s most advanced recoil reduction, now MEGA! Kick-Off and Kick-Off3 

have revolutionized the world of recoil reduction, bringing the performance up 

to -70%. Now Kick-Off goes MEGA, giving hunters the maximum of comfort and 

control together.  With Kick-Off MEGA, the gun recoils parallel to the cheek mount. 

These combined systems result in a substantial reduction in muzzle rise and less 

recoil, allowing for better follow-up shot control.

*Kick-Off MEGA & Kick-Off3 is standard on all Xtreme models.



The operating system of the A400 Xtreme is a true 

jewel of engineering that distinguishes itself from all 

other systems on the market with its exceptional 

cycling speed. Being the fastest to shoot follow-up 

shots means increasing your chances of hitting the 

target. With an A400 Xtreme anything is possible. 

36% faster than any other semi-automatic.

HIGH-SPEED MECHANICS
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The special Optima-Bore® HP geometry was conceived 

to offer the best performance even with steel shot. The 

shot pattern remains perfect and uniform in every type 

of hunting situation, complemented by the use of the 

Optima-Choke® HP choke tubes.  

Steel performance.

Better shot patterns 
with every type of load.

PERFECt BALLIStICS

Steelium is the production 

tech nology of the Beretta 

barrels that transforms the 

special tri-alloy steel (A), into 

an exceptional barrel, due to 

a manufacturing process that 

is unique.  Thanks to the deep 

drilling (B), cold-hammer forging 

(C), and to the special vacuum 

distension (D), the steel acquires 

the ideal characteristics to offer 

the best ballistic performance 

available today. 

Steel technology.

Lead Shots

Steel Shots HP

Steel Shots
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FAST-LOCKING IN A 60° rOTATION, THE NEW 

B-LOK FOrEND CAP PrOvIDES A PErFECT 

LOCK IN juST A FrACTION OF A SECOND!

Fiber Optic Sight
for Xtreme accuracy.

60° turn 
to lock

All internal parts are produced with rust-proof protective coatings. The slide, carrier 

and trigger are covered with anti-glare treatment. The receiver is made of anodized 

aluminum. The barrel bore is chrome-plated and external is blued. The barrel and 

receiver are protected through a special dipping treatment that shelters the gun from 

corrosion in all weather conditions. Even after 150 hours of saline fog, the treated barrel 

resists any corrosive effects.

Superior Corrosion Protection 
for Xtreme conditions.



 

The Max-4 realtree camo design features 

cattails, millet , milo, cornstalks, sunf lowers, 

oak and maple leaves, cedar and oak limbs, 

and a variety of other plant life. The 

pattern of fers maximum ef fectivess as 

waterfowl camo in in any open terrain—

without geographical limitations. 

For the waterfowler who enjoys his shotgun 

in basic black and prefers the durability and 

versatility of a synthetic stock, this sleek 

autoloading shotgun is the answer. The hammer-

forged barrel is chrome lined for corrosion 

resistance and easy cleaning, while Beretta’s 

self-compensating gas valve lets you shoot the 

full range of your favorite ammunition. 
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GAuGE 12

CHAMBER unico – 2¾" + 3" + 3½"

FuNCtIONING SyStEM Semi-automatic shotgun featuring the new  
Beretta gas operated "Blink" system

LOCKING SyStEM rotating bolt with reinforced lugs

RECEIvER New aluminum-alloyed receiver (lightweight and strong)

FINISHING / ENGRAvING New colored anodizing process on black synthetic 
model, Max-4 realtree

BARREL

Overbored, Optima-Bore® HP featuring the exclusive 
Steelium technology (specific Beretta Ni/Cr/Mo 
steel, deep hole drilling, cold hammering and vacuum 
distension)

BARREL LENGtHS 26" – 28" – 30"

CHOKES Optima-Choke® HP (High Performance)  
Cylinder, Modified, Full

RIB 6x6 ventilated rib

tRIGGER Chrome plated

tRIGGER GuARD Oversized

SAFEty reversible, oversized safety button with new  
ergonomics for better operation

FRONt SIGHt Fiber Optic Sight

StOCK COMPOSItION Max-4 realtree Camo, Black Synthetic

StOCK Synthetic pistol grip stock (stock drop 1.4 / 2.2" )

GRIPS Non-slip rubber grips

RECOIL PAD New Micro-Core pad

ACCESSORIES New dedicated case with stock drop spacers, Beretta 
oil, quick detachable swivels and 3 chokes with wrench

WEIGHt 7.6 Lbs (with 28" barrel)

view exclusive content and 
connect with Beretta

 Click here to locate an  
A400 Xtreme Dealer 

Watch an overview  
of the A400 Xtreme

visit the A400  
Xtreme Forum

XtremeDuckers.com

http://www.berettausa.com/dealers/default.aspx
http://www.facebook.com/BerettaUSA
http://www.xtREMEduckers.com/index.aspx?m=101
http://www.youtube.com/berettacommunity#p/c/26/bA-BHnfmnis

